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DERATING CURVE
TEMPERATURE RISE VS. CURRENT

FOR MAXIMUM WIRE SIZES Curves apply to single 
contacts in isolation. Use 
of smaller wire gauges or
more than one contact in 
a connector requires 
derating. 

Call for additional 
derating information.

Current Rating (By Ambient Temperature)

1. Determine number of circuits required per connector (4 to 48).
Note that some Neptune layouts (shaded rows) have a mixture of
power and signal contacts. 

2. Choose Trident Ringlock (waterjet proof) or Neptune (submersible).
Neptune part numbers are shaded in chart.

3. Select connector sex: STANDARD or REVERSED.  Standard plugs
have pin contacts, receptacles have sockets.  Reversed plugs have
socket contacts, receptacles have pins.

4. Choose shell style: PLUG, FLANGED RECEPTACLE, or JAM NUT.
5. Find part number on chart (remember, shaded part numbers are

NEPTUNE).
6. Select endbell, if needed.  Neptune comes with low profile wire

seal endbell; however, all endbells shown can be optionally used
with Neptune connectors.

7. Choose dust cap, if required.
8. Select contacts and tooling below.

How to Select
Trident 
Connectors
(Refer to Chart on
preceding foldout)

How To Select 
Trident
Contacts
(Refer to Chart on
next page)

1. Choose stamped or machined contacts.
2. Choose contact type: crimp, PC, Power, first make/last

break.
3. Find your desired wire gauge in COLUMN 2.
4. Choose contact plating in COLUMN 3.
5. Select part number from COLUMNS 4, 5, 6, or 7.
6. Select wire hole filler plugs (if needed) from COLUMN

10.  Hole filler plugs are for Neptune version only (gray
shaded connectors).  Hole fillers are only used to re-
seal unused grommet cavities that were punched out,
but will not be filled with a wire.

7. Select Keying pins (if needed) from COLUMN 11.
8. Choose proper crimp tool for your contact from

COLUMNS 12 thru 14.
9. Choose proper extraction tool from COLUMN 15 

(insertion tool not needed).
10.   Wire strip lengths and insulation dimensions are in

COLUMNS 8 and 9.
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See back cover for contact details  •  www.PeiGenesis.com Specifications subject to change. 


